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In the context of closing a building loan, the thrilling task of allocating budget line items between
building and project loans (to comply with the New York State Lien Law) seems to
unfortunately take place on the eve of closing–when deal fatigue has set in and
thoughts abound as to where to hold the closing dinner.

While the technicalities of the New York State Lien Law are well beyond the scope of
this article, it is hoped that the following will serve as an introduction in dispelling one
common misconception in the building loan process, i.e. that building loan proceeds
cannot be used for soft costs, and that borrowers and lenders will then be guided
accordingly when preparing and reviewing the development budget for a building loan
closing.

The Lien Law generally provides that building loan proceeds must be (and can only be)
used for (a) improvements, which are generally (with certain exceptions) categorized
as hard costs (for example, bricks, materials, machinery and the work thereon) [Lien
Law, Section 2, subdivision 4], and (b) costs of improvements, which generally are
defined to include hard costs (again) and certain soft costs [Lien Law, Section 2,
subdivision 5].

Confusion often stems from a borrower’s failure to distinguish between those soft costs
(sometimes called permissible soft costs or indirect costs) which can be funded with
building loan proceeds and those soft costs (sometimes called non-permissible soft
costs) which cannot be funded with building loan proceeds and must be funded by
either equity or a separate loan, usually called a project loan. The distinction between
the two types of soft costs is both statutory and determined by case law and is
sometimes not intuitive. For example, lender’s legal fees are a permissible soft cost,
but borrower’s legal fees area a non-permissible soft cost.

While not exhaustive, the following is a list of costs which have generally been deemed to be permissible soft
costs/indirect costs (which can be funded with building loan proceeds): payroll taxes, sales taxes, real estate taxes,
water rents, unemployment taxes, certain bond premiums, sums to pay off (or take by assignment) prior mortgages
and the interest thereon, certain insurance premiums, ground rent, interest on building loan mortgages, “fair and
reasonable sums paid for obtaining building loan and subsequent financing,”–which have generally been deemed to
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include, among other expenses, lender’s legal fees, lender’s inspection and appraisal fees, lender’s title insurance
premiums, mortgage broker’s commissions, and filing and recording fees for the building loan agreement and
building loan mortgages–and monies to reimburse borrower for monies expended for the forgoing before the initial
building loan advance.

Given that the ramifications of failing to comply with the technicalities of the New York State Lien Law are severe,
both borrowers and lenders are cautioned to consult and rely on counsel to analyze the facts and circumstances of
each transaction.
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